Safeguarded Teleoperation for Lunar Rovers
Introduction
In our previous work on Mars rovers [lo], we aimed for a high degree of autonomy, because teleopcration with long (up to 45-minute) time delays severely limits rover capabilities. In our current work on lunar rovers, we aim for a mix of telmperation and autonomous safeguarding, because the Moon is close enough that teleoperation is possible, yet far enough away that time delays prove troublesome.
Our work belongs to a larger Lunar Rover Initiative, which aims to conduct a lunar mission sponsored not by government agencies, but by private ventures dedicated to public participation in space exploration [SI. A central goal of the initiative is to enable untrained people to experience, and at times directly control, a rover visiting historic sites and unexplored areas on the Moon. This goal is ambitious, because remotely driving a lunar rover presents a number of technical challenges, with time-delay foremost among them. The largest distance between Earth and the Moon is 407,000 kilometers, leading to a communication delay of about 2. 5 seconds in each direction (1. 4 seconds between Earth and the Moon, and an estimated 1.1 second communication delay on Earth). Thus, if the rover is about to hit an obstacle on the Moon, the teieoperator on Earth notices this situation 2. 5 Eric Krotkov, Reid Simmons, Fabio Cozman, and Sven Koenig Camegie Mellon Univ.
seconds later, and (assuming instant response) their evasive motion commands reach the rover another 2. 5 seconds after thatfive seconds after hitting the obstacle, potentially crippling the rover and ending the mission.
A classical approach to timedelayed teleoperation requires the user to specify wqpoints which the ground station uplinks to the rover, which drives itself to them. Although effective, this approach does not meet the needs of untrained users-whether they arc customers at entertainment parks, visitors at museums, students at school, or family members in living rooms-who require intuitive intufaces that permit them to keep their hands on the "steering wheel" as much as possible. These users need a degree of control greater than clicking waypoints on a screen.
Responding to these needs, we have developed the safeguarded releoperation approach, which shares control of the rover using a command fusion strategy. In benign situations, users remotely drive the rover. In hazardous situations, a safeguarding system running on-board the rover overwrites user commands to ensure vehicle safety. This strategy satisfies users, because it allows them to drive (except in hazardous situations), while maintaining the integrity of the rover and mission.
While operating in safeguarding mode, the rover must exhibit many of the characteristics of autonomy: perception and understanding of its surroundings, monitoring its own status and health, knowing whae it is and where it is going, and taking appropriate actions to maintain its own safety. We observe that the safeguarding system must be on-board in order to react to hazards without communication delay.
In previous work, we implemented a complete safeguarded teleopaation system and validated it by traversing one kilometer of lunar-like terrain 19; 23; 221. The mobile base for the traverse was Ratler (Figure I ), developed by Sandia National Laboratory. This paper addresses a simplified version (Figure   2 ) of the complete system. The key simplification is to omit goal achievement modules, which in the complete system were implemented as aroute planner and a position and heading goalseeking module. The simplification permits us to concentrate directly on the interaction between stereo-based safeguarding and user control.
This work makes two key contributions. First, it has begun studying the effects of safeguarding on untrained operators in remote driving tasks. The methodology and results of such studies may have profound consequences for all forms of timedelayed telmpcration. Second, it has achieved an unprecedented ten-kilometer traverse under safeguarded teleoperation control, which was enabled by advances in dead reckoning, task syn- The paper is organized as follows. In the two next scctions, we survey related literature and present a study of human performance in time-delayed remote driving tasks, both with and without safeguarding. In the two following sections, we describe key technical advances over our previous efforts, including improvements in dead reckoning and real-time control, and an innovative area-based approach to obstacle avoidance planning. In the final two sections, we present the results of field trials, and discuss key issues and future work.
Related Work
A number of researchers have addressed the problem of stereobased remote driving under planetary constraints. Some achieve near real-time performance by virtue of special-purpose hard- With the former, the distinction of our approach is in allowing continuous user input rather than discrete waypoints. With the latter, the distinction is in using passive stereo rather than active rangefinders for acquiring three-dimensional information.
In summary, there is an active and growing community developing lunar-relevant approaches for remote driving. Our stereo-based safeguarded teleoperation approach is unique in enabling users to share continuous control of the rover, and in the maturity of the ten-kilometer validation. 
Teleoperation With and Without Safeguarding
We performed a series of experiments to evaluate the effect of the command fusion strategy on the behavior of untrained rover operators. Our hypothesis was that the presence of safeguarding software would decrease the fatigue and frustration of the subjects and, as a result, increase their overall performance and enjoyment. Since the experiments performed to test this hypothesis measured human factors and not software quality, a social scientist validated them. In the following, we describe the experiments and the impact of their results on the development of our user interface for timedelayed teleoperation.
Experiments
Our experimental setup simulated the time-delay between Earth and the Moon. The user was placed in a control room, and provided with undelayed real-time video from the camera onboard the rover. They used a minimal, joystick-like interface to issue a stream of commands that controlled the speed and curvature (rate of turn) of the rover. These commands were then delayed by five seconds, twice the communication delay between Earth and the Moon. Since our safeguarding software was not fast enough yet. its function was performed by a person from our research group, in the following called the "wizard." ?he wizard was in line of sight with the rover and was provided with the user command that was about to be executed by the rover. They could either allow the rover to execute the user command, send a stop command instead (called "vetoing" the user command), or slightly alter the user command using their own joystick-like interface. The commands of the wizard were not subject to any timedelay. The interface of the user indicated whether the wizard had vetoed the current command.
We tested our command fusion strategy on eleven subjects, mostly undergraduate and graduate students. Their initial training was minimal: they were given only two two-minute test drives on a small training course, one test drive without timedelay and one with a five-second timedelay. The subjects were then instructed to drive as quickly as possible through an obstacle course to a brightly marked finish line that was visible from the start position of the rover. The obstacle course was 54 meters long and contained 32 obstacles, mostly old tires. The obstacle spacing varied from 3 to 4 5 meters.
We compared trials with no wizard (N) and with a wizard that vetos shortly before the rover would hit an obstacle 0. This control strategy has the disadvantage that, when the wizard vetos a user command, the user can react to it only with a time-delay f f Figure 3 : Successful intervention (top) and oversteering of five seconds. Thus, after a veto command, the rover usually sits idle for this period of time, which is a potential cause of frustration. We therefore also tested a control strategy in which the wizard alters the user commands slightly to avoid collisions with obstacles and vetos only when absolutely necessary (A). Each subject, knowing the current control strategy, performed two trials with two different control strategies of the wizard. Even if the wizard did not intervene, all subjects but one were able to complete the obstacle course successfully and hit only approximately one obstacle per trial. However, nine of the eleven subjects reported that the hardest aspect of their driving experience was the time-delay. After each trial, they rated their fatigue (Fat), frustration (Fru), and overall enjoyment (Enj) on a scale from 1 (lowest) to 10 (highest). Table 1 tabulates the results. Given the small sample size,'we expected the data to be informative, but not definitive.
We expected to observe a tendency for the presence of the wizard to decrease the fatigue and frustration of the subjects and, as a result, increase their overall enjoyment and performance.
Unexpectedly, this did not happen. For example, there were nine subjects who had one trial where the wizard vetoed (V).
They rated their fatigue as 3.3 on average. The subjects during whose other trial the wizard did not intervene at all (N) rated their fatigue in this other trial 0.3 points higher, for an average score of 3.6.
Post-driving interviews revealed two reasons for this unexpected finding. First, many subjects did not take advantage of the presence of the wizard. Eight subjects did not adapt their driving strategy to the strategy of the wizard. They wanted to be in control of their driving and did not rely at all on the presence of the wizard, for example by increasing the speed of the rover. (There was one exception to this rule, backing up, since there was no camera on the rover pointing backwards.) Instead, the subjects always drove slowly through the course in order to avoid obstacles. Only three subjects changed their driving strategy based on the strategy of the wizard. One subject decided to let the wizard protect the robot from obstacles, the other two became more cautious when a wizard was present.
They viewed an intervention by the wizard as their failure. This cautious behavior might have been caused by the maturity ofthe subjects or the known presence of a human wizard (as opposed to an automatic safeguarding system). Some subjects even tried to run the rover into the wizard when the w i d was in the field of the camera view. We expect that the result would have been different had we used high-school instead of university students or had we not told the subjects that the safeguarding function was performed by a person.
Second, the altering strategy of the wizard can cause oversteering. When the wizard altered the user commands, some subjects reported that the rover became more difficult to control, although no subject was able to detect when their commands had been altered. Figure 3 describes two situationsthat we observed during the tests, contrasting a successful wizard intervention with one leading to oversteering. Figure 3 (left) depicts a situation in which the intervention of the wizard achieved its intended effect. This is the case when the wizard slightly corrects either the curvature of the user command or the length of the turn. Figure 3 (right) shows a situation in which the intervention of the wizard did not achieve its intended effect. In this case, the user turned too late, long after the wizard started to turn. When the user finally turned, the front of the rover was clear and consequently the wizard passed through the user's turn commands. As a consequence, the rover turned for an extended period of time and oversteered.
Towards a New User Interface
During the experiments, we made the following observations that are proving useful for developing a more sophisticated user interface:
All subjects used short-term control strategies to avoid obstacles and make progress towards the goal line, no one used a global path planning strategy. Consequently, their paths were often highly inefficient: there were only two trials in which subjects followed a shortest path to the goal line.
Given the visually rich environment and the wide field of view provided by the camera on the rover. maintaining heading towards the goal line was a problem for only one subject.
However, if an obstacle left the field of view, then its presence was no longer remembered by the subjects. This proved to be a problem, because there was a blind spot of 64 cm directly in front of the rover in which obstacles could not be seen. Once an obstacle entered this blind spot, the subjects forgot about it.
They were then surprised when the wizard vetoed their forward commands soon afterwards. Three subjects therefore explicitly asked US to either eliminate the blind spot or provide a global map that shows the rover and the obstacles that surround it.
Most subjects maintained the maximum speed of the rover in the middle of the offered velocity range, even if the largest velocity allowed was drastically reduced from 42 cdsec to 2 1 cdsec. We attribute this behavior to the limited training time;
half of the maximum speed appears to be a choice that the user, intuitively, accepts as safe and not too bold, given that they do not have the experience yet to make their own judgements.
Three subjects, two of whom were completely unfamiliar with graphical user interfaces, initially had problems understanding the function of the input device. They believed that pointing into the eastern region of the "clock face" would automatically turn theroveruntil it faced cast. These subjects would have preferred either an actual joystick or a steering wheel. Two subjects did not like that the mouse button had to be pressed continuously to make the rover move ("gas pedal control"). They would have preferred an active stop command ("'brake pedal control"). Two subjects mentioned that it was hard to watch two monitors, the one that provided the video from the rover and the one that displayed the input device.
Our conclusion from these observations is that more sophisticated approaches to safeguarded teleoperation are needed. We have begun work on a new user interface with the following First, the user is given more control over the safeguarding software. Although the safeguarding software always stops the rover before it hits an obstacle, the user is able to decide when the system is allowed to alter their commands and when it is allowed to take over control completely, for example to get the rover out of a tricky situation. We expect the user to rely more on the safeguarding mechanisms when he feels more in control of them.
Second, the user uses a steering wheel to control the rover, together with gas and brake pedals -input devices that most users can be expected to be familiar with. The speed control is non-linear, with smaller speeds given a larger range of the input. Third, to reduce the cognitive load, we provide users with more information. We eliminate the blind spot in front of the rover and provide the user with a predictive display that, based on the commands of the user, estimates the future rover position and thus predicts for them the future movement of the rover. The advantage is that the user need not predict the situation in which their current command will apply; this situation is now predicted and visualized by the user interface. We axt also considering installing a second camera on the rover that points backwards and whether to let the user interface display a local map of known obstacles around the rover, using an elevation map created by the on-board stereo perception system and then transmitted to the user control station.
Although the new user interface is still under development, we [ 131 have simulated the predictive display (Figure 4) , which consists of two lines, projected onto the video display, that trace the predicted path of the rover in the next five seconds. It also shows an arrow that describes the position and heading of the rover in five seconds. Initial experiments with this predictive display have been encouraging: users produced more continuous command streams, drove faster, oversteered less, and hit fewer obstacles when no wizard was present.
Real-The Controller
In this section we discuss two efforts to enhance the real-time controller. The first improves the accuracy of dead reckoning by a factor of 2. The second implements feedback control that increases response time by a factor of 18. These enhancements contributed substantially to the success of the field trials.
DeadReckoning
Eight different Sensor measurements are available inside Ratler: four encoders (one for each wheel), three inclinometers (roll, left pitch, and right pitch), and a compass. We have presented one approach to using these measurements for dead reckoning [91. We have also presented an alternative approach using an inertial measurement unit 151. In this section, we present an evolution of the first approach, and the results of a rigorous test program.
The signals from the three inclinometers are quite stable and noiseless; on the other hand, the compass signal presents high levels of noise during motion. Further tests with the compass and similar devices from other robots available in our group pointed to the same general conclusion: the existence of large metallic structures causes sudden and unexpected changes in orientation measurements. Since we conducted our tcsts in the vicinity of large buildings, we were forced to abandon the compass altogether, and rely solely on encoder and inclinometer integration.
Take (x, y, z ) for position, 8 for yaw (orientation) and Q for average pitch from the filtered inclinometer signals. We computed the coordinates with respect to a global coordinate system:
where B is the wheelbase and e, and e/ are respectively the encoder displacements expressed in metric units.
To quantify the performance of this approach, we built a test site in a 10 x 20 meter area with rough but uniform terrain, in which we drew a grid with intervals of 0.25 meter. We attached a piece of chalk to the center of Ratler, so that motion of the robot produced a trail of chalk on the ground.
We commanded Ratler to follow 10 different arcs, varying from a sharp right turn (radius of 3 meters) to a sharp left turn (same radius). We repeated each arc 3 times. We repeated straight motions approximately 15 times. Misalignment of one of the wheels to the right by a mere 2 O caused the robot to drift 0.6 meter every 20 meters (3% error). Skid steering contributed an additional 0.75 meter drift (4% error), on average, for commanded linear trajectories. We compensated these errors by introducing correction factors in the encoder readings. This substantially reduced the mean mor. For straight lines, average m o r fell to 0.3 meter for every 20 meter trajectory (1.5% error).
However, for abrupt turns performance is poor; for instance, a 3 meter radius turn leads to 10% mean error. This poor performance during m s appears to be an inevitable consequence of the slippage caused by skid steering.
Task Synchronization
In an attempt to achieve modularization, the original design for the low-level control system divides dead reckoning and control into five tasks, all executing concurrently and sharing memory. The task responsible for reading the encoders executes every IO ms and the compass-reading task executes every 100 ms. The task responsible for wheel speed control executes every 100 ms, and occurs asynchronously with respect to all other tasks. The original design does not include feedback control for the wheels. During tests reported in [91, it became obvious that closed-loop control was necessary.
The modular architecture, in which different tasks behave independently, creates artificial sources of noise. In some cycles, the 100 ms-time-based low-level control task obtains the result of ten readingsfrom the IOms-time-based encoder task; in other cycles, it obtains nine or eleven readings, due to minor delays caused by task swapping. As a result, the integration of encoder signals received values corrupted by &lo%. Figure 5 illustrates this phenomenon by graphing measured speed against time in a long run (225 seconds). Speed gradually increased and then gradually decreased. Notice that noise is not additive; instead, it depends on speed, because the lack of synchronization induces speed-relativeerrors rather than absolute errors. With such noisy signals, feedback control tends to lead the system into unstable behavior, causing the rover to shake, fight itself, and behave in schizophrenic bursts. The best possible gains are stable only for time constants of 12 seconds, meaning that the robot would take approximately 30 seconds to obey an arc command. We redesigned the system to synchronize the critical tasks of data acquisition, dead reckoning, and control. This removes the independence among functional units, but improves performance dramatically, suppressing noise significantly, and reducing time constants to 0.67 second (1 8 times faster response). We now describe the controller tuning.
Tests with the four wheel motors indicated that their parameters were virtually identical; the electrical constants were practically negligible. The motors were analyzed with various load conditions: Ratler suspended, Ratla on the ground, Ratler loaded with stones. In all cases, there was little variation in the mechanical constant of the motors. This was due to the reduction gears (100: 1) coupled to the motors, which consume a substantial portion of the power produced by the motors, irrespective of load. Thus, we used a first-order model for the motors:
where u is the input, v is the measured speed, K is the motor's steady state gain, and Tis the motor's mechanical time constant. The time constant of all motors, with full load was determined to be T = 0.15 second. The steady-state gain was more compli- A key to our approach is that the rover should, in real-time, evaluate where it is safe for it to be heading, based on local sensing (e.g., stereo vision). These evaluations can then be used either to drive the rover autonomously, or to safeguard the rover by over-riding (or even by modifying) user commands (Section 3).
In our previously reported experiments with Ratler [9; 2 1 ; 221, we adapted a local obstacle avoidance planner called Ranger, which was developed at CMU for ARPA's Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) program for cross-country navigation 171. Ranger works by analyzing the paths the vehicle would traverse along the terrain for a number of different steering angles, and choosing the one that evaluates as the safest.
Terrain data for Ranger is obtained from stereo vision. To make the stereo computation tractable, only a small segment Once a projection of the vehicle along a path has been computed, the vehicle state at each point in time is evaluated. Four criteria are used to determine the "goodness" of a path: roll, pitches of the left and right body segments of Ratler, and number of known terrain points the vehicle crosses along the path. If any of the criteria exceed a given threshold of safety (such as excessive roll or pitch), the whole path is given a very low evaluation. Otherwise, the criteria are normalized to the range [0..1] and are combined using a linear weighted function. This determines the overall merit of choosing that steering angle for the rover. These evaluations are then combined with the user's preferences (Section 3) to determine the overall best command, which is then sent to the rover to be executed. The cycle time for this process is about 2 seconds, with the stereo computations taking up about 75% of the time. While the Ranger algorithm has worked well for high-speed navigation of Humvees, it is not entirely well-suited to the much smaller, and slower, lunar rover.
As is often the case in robotics, the problems are mainly attributable to an abundance of noise: noise in the the stereoproduced terrain maps and noise in the dead-reckoning (particularly, the roll, pitch and yaw angles). The main effect of the noise was to make it dificult to cleanly merge terrain maps acquired from separate images, which is required by the Ranger algorithm since it uses only a small percentage of each image. Map 25cm Figure 6 : Local obstacle avoidance planner merging often produced artifacts in the map, such as crevasses and ridges, which the rover would refuse to cross. This is less of an issue with the Humvees. since they can cross much taller obstacles. We tried several merging techniques in an attempt to minimize the artifacts, but none was robust enough to yield consistent driving results.
Another effect of noisy temain data is that, because of the rover's relatively short wheelbase, small deviations in perceived terrain elevation under the wheels produced relatively large changes in estimated roll and pitch. For example, a 20 cm "spike" in the terrain map (not uncommon) produces a 13 degree change in pitch, given a 90 cm wheelbase. Thus, it was often difficult to distinguish noise from steep bumps. This same problem also made it difficult to reliably determine whether high-centering might occur, since the clearance of the rover was not much more than the noise in the map. Finally, the Ranger algorithm presumed that the rover could track the path exactly, and not not account for uncertainty in the execution of commands or for uncertainty in the vehicle dynamics models used to project paths.
To address these problems, we modified parts ofthe Ranger algorithm, creating a program called Morphin (a"power" Ranger). In contrast to the path-based approach of Ranger, Morphin is area-based: it analyzes patches of terrain to determine the traversability of each patch, and evaluates the traversability of a path by determining the set of patches it travels through. As such, it is actually more akin to Ranger's predecessor 1241.
Each local terrain map. produced from a single stereo pair, is analyzed independently. The terrain is divided into overlapping patches, each 125 cm on a side, with patches offset by 25 cm from one another. Thus, each terrain point contributes to 25 patches ( Figure 6) .
To determine traversability, a plane is fit to each patch using least-squared error. To avoid redundant computation. statistics (e.g., sum of X, sum of XY) are collected for smaller 25 squared cm patches and then aggregated to detcnnine the plane parametas for each 125 squared cm patch. The plane parameters are used in determining the vehicle roll and pitch (see below), and the residual to the plane fit is used to estimate the roughness of the terrain. Actually, two "roughness" measures are computed: one based on the residual in fitting the plane to the whole patch, and one based on the residual of each small (25 squared cm patch). The former indicates the roughness of the overall area, while the latter indicates if the patch is bumpy/spiky. Finally, the uncertainty in the evaluation is estimated in two ways: based on the total number of terrain points within the patch and the distributionof those points (essentially, the entropy of the spatial distribution).
Morphin then uses the Ranger projection algorithm to project the path of the rover over the terrain patches. If the center of the rover falls within the central 25 squared cm of a patch, the associated roughness and uncertainty measures for that patch are added to the overall path evaluation. The pitch of the vehicle is easily calculated as the slope of the line along the plane in the direction of the current heading (yaw). A similar calculation yields the vehicle roll. If there are overlapping patches from different images, only the one associated with the most recently acquired image is used (given the dead-reckoning uncertainty of the rover, we find this to be much more effective than trying to combine overlapping evaluations in some way).
Our navigation experiments (Section 6) have demonstrated the superiority of the Morphin algorithm for our rover. Morphin addresses the problem of noisy data by aggregating independent data points into an overall statistic, thus dramatically lessening the impact of any single point. While this aggregation can sometimes cause the rover to behave more conservatively than would otherwise be warranted, in our application it is better to be too conservative than to allow the rover to head into danger.
The remaining weakness of the algorithm is that the stereo vision often cannot see craters, and reports them as unknown areas on the map. To handle such situations intelligently. Morphin needs to have a better understanding of spatial continuity: it needs to distinguish disjoint patches of truly unknown areas from contiguous unknown patches that may represent craters and other drop-offs.
FieldTrials
To validate the safeguarded teleoperation approach, and gain insight into its strengths and weaknesses, we performed an extensive field trial. The test site (Figure 7) is an open field of area 2,000 square meters, bounded by a river and the Robotics Engineering Consortium building in Pittsburgh. The ground surface consists of soil, crumbled asphalt, loose gravel, scree, and some grassy vegetation. Obstacles to rover passage include soil mounds, depressions, cliffs at the river bank, building walls, metal pipes, cement blocks, railroad ties, trees, and bushes.
In previous outdoor experiments and field trials, the test method was to identify a goal (position and heading), and evaluate performance based on h e accuracy with which the rover reached the goal. Unlike previous efforts, this field trial was formulated to test the performance of safeguarding given a careless and occasionally malicious driver. The trial called for the driver to explore the test site, at times covering ground systematically, at other times driving aimlessly, and at still other times driving maliciously, intentionally trying to drive into the river or at an obstacle. The performance criteria is the number of safeguarding failures.
On-board, we employed one 486 and one 386 processor. Offboard, we used a Sparc 10/30 (SuperSparc processor) with 32 MB memory for stereo, and a Sparc IPX (SunW 4/50 processor) with 48 MB memory for obstacle avoidance planning.
We conducted the trial using a video tether, because the microwave video link performed poorly, probably because of the proximity to the river and interference from broadcasting by Figure 8 summarizes the statistics of the field trial. The rover traveled over 10 km in one period of 3 days, during which the same problems arose again and again. In practice, the rover could have covered greater distances, but given the repetitiveness of the problems, further testing would not be likely to cause new types of problems to appear. One set of problems was due to obstacle detection. Stereo performed poorly at depressions, producing a significant number of unknown measurements, and a larger than usual number of outlier measurements. These problems accounted for virtually all of the operator interventions. Stereo performed with competence at discrete obstacles such as rocks and soil mounds, and functioned well despite varying lighting conditions Another set of problems.involved system timing and synchronization. An example is spastic behavior after switching between safeguarded and pure teleoperation. Another example is unreasonably slow recovery from situations in which forward progress is blocked (the rover should back up or begin rotating, but does nothing for some time).
A third set of problems was caused by component limitations.
Problems included communication dropouts, epoxy debonding, and electronics overheating. These are not fundamental, in the sense that buying higherquality devices is the solution.
Acting maliciously, we attempted to drive the rover into hazardous situations. In one scenario, we drove as fast as possible at an obstacle, trying to ram it. The safeguarding system naturally resists operation at ramming speed, because the rover rapidly outruns the known data, and Morphin treats unknown data as if it were a known obstacle. In another scenario. we aimed at a discrete obstacle. In these cases. Morphin prevented contact by planning and executing an alternative trajectory around the obstacle. In a third scenario, we aimed at an extended obstacle. In these cases, Morphin would begin evasive maneuvers as in the case of the discrete obstacle. However, no amount of looking left or right would reveal a traversable path. So Morphin would halt the vehicle. Exception monitors then kicked in, causing the rover to back up and/or turn aggressively until it could find a new I path. In summary, the safeguarding system performed competently at detecting and avoiding hazardous situations, even when We observed interesting behavior when traveling in areas with sharp, well-defined shadows. Under such conditions, the rover appean to pick either the shadowed or unshadowed region, and to avoid the shadow boundary. The reason for this unintended behavior is that the auto-iris lens adapts to either the brighter or the darker scene, whichever happens to occupy a larger portion of the image. After adaptation. the image portions with poor contrast begin to correlate less and less, causing the number of matches to fall, in turn causing the number of unknown areas to climb, causing the rover to steer away from that area.
We observed another intmsting behavior when dnving down a dirt road. Vegetation on either side of the road caused those areas to appear as untraversable, producing the unintended behavior of remarkably robust road-following.
I drivers acted maliciously.
Discussion
In this paper, we have presented reccnt advances in developing and validating the safeguarded teleopaation approach to timedelayed remote driving. We presented results from experiments on untrained teleoperators with and without safeguarding. The results were inconclusive, but indicated that developing and evaluating the user interface raised a number of inter-related issues. We described three technical achievements in the safeguarding system: improving the accuracy of dead reckoning by a factor of 2, speeding the controller up by a factor of 18, and developing an area-based rather than a path-based obstacle avoidance planner in order to circumvent map merging problems. Finally, we discussed the 10 km field trial, which demonstrated the effectiveness of safeguarding, even with malicious drivers. Future work will continue to push safeguarded teleoperation to new performance peaks. We will add a proximity sensor to detect the depressions and dropoffs that stereo does not see well enough. We anticipate that this will enable the system to traverse a wide variety of terrains without any form of intervention. We will mount all computing resources on-board, moving from Sparcs running SunOS to Pentiums running Linux. We expect that this will reduce cycle time by a factor of two or more. We will upgrade communication componentry, including a radio-frequency link for commands and data and a video link for camera imagery. Finally, we will achieve still higher levels of reliability and performance, continuing to refine the safeguarded teleoperation approach until time-delayed remote driving becomes routine, and we elevate our efforts to the next frontier: the Moon.
